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SCRAMBLED VANDERMONDE CONVOLUTIONS OF GAUSSIAN
POLYNOMIALS
MAGNUS ASPENBERG AND RODRIGO A. PE´REZ
Abstract. It is well known that Gaussian polynomials (i.e., q-binomials) describe the
distribution of the area statistic on monotone paths in a rectangular grid. We introduce
two new statistics, corners and c-index; attach “ornaments” to the grid; and re-evaluate
these statistics, in order to argue that all scrambled versions of the c-index statistic are
equidistributed with area. Our main result is a representation of the generating function
for the bi-statistic (c-index,corners) as a two-variable Vandermonde convolution of the
original Gaussian polynomial. The proof relies on explicit bijections between differently
ornated paths.
Let Gm,n be a rectangular grid of m vertical by n horizontal unit squares, and consider
the collection Pm,n of paths of length m+ n joining the upper-left corner to the lower-right
(thus, moving only by down/right steps).
The cardinality of Pm,n is
(
m+n
m
)
=
(
m+n
n
)
. A classic generalization of this elementary fact
states that the q-binomial
[
m+n
m
]
q
(aka Gaussian polynomial) describes a gradation of Pm,n,
so that the coefficient of la counts the number of paths that cover an area of a squares (cf.
Figure 1).
Our aim here is to pursue further this combinatorial structure of Pm,n. As groundwork,
we describe in §1 a symmetric version of the Vandermonde formula; give basic facts about
the auxiliary statistics downs and area; and begin to study the statistics corners and
c-index that constitute our main subject. In particular, we illustrate our later methods by
sketching a proof that c-index is equidistributed with area. In §2 we introduce certain
ornaments on Gm,n that alter the corners and c-index values on any given path. It turns
out that this “scrambled” version of c-index is still equidistributed with area, up to a
constant shift (i.e., is generated by
[
m+n
m
]
q
· ls for some concrete s).
The equidistribution claims of §1 and §2 are initially discussed only in outline, because they
are straightforward consequences of our main result, Theorem 1: For any given choice Ø of or-
naments on Gm,n, the generating function of the scrambled bi-statistic (c-index,corners)
is a two-variable polynomial
[
m+n
m
]Ø
q,t
, which is described by Formula (7) as a shifted Vander-
monde convolution that depends on Ø. The proof in §3 uses explicit bijective maps between
differently ornated copies of Gm,n.
In § 3.4 we infer some consequences of (7), including proper proofs of the equidistribution
claims, and discuss further results and open problems.
1. Definitions
Key words and phrases. Gaussian polynomials, Integer partitions, Lattice paths, q-binomials, q-
Vandermonde convolution.
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1.1. l-Vandermonde convolutions. In its standard presentation, the l-Vandermonde for-
mula reads
(1)
[
x+ y
m
]
q
=
∑
j
[
x
m− j
]
q
·
[
y
j
]
q
· l(x−m+j)j .
We make sense of this as follows. Fix x, y, and let m vary; then, (1) decomposes every
l-binomial of level x + y as a convolution of x-level and y-level binomials. In this work,
however, we require a different interpretation.
Replace
[
x
m−j
]
q
with the equivalent
[
x
x−(m−j)
]
q
, and consider the variable changes
x = m+ (r − d) , y = n + (d− r) , j = c− r.
Then, (1) becomes
(2)
[
m+ n
m
]
q
=
∑
c
[
m+ r − d
c− d
]
q
·
[
n + d− r
c− r
]
q
· l(c−d)(c−r)
(
Here, as elsewhere, bounds on the summation variable are left implicit,
since binomials out of range are always conveniently equal to zero
)
We read this, more symmetric version of the l-Vandermonde formula, as providing a family
of convolution representations for one and the same binomial. Whenever the difference d− r
equals a given value Q, equation (2) decomposes
[
m+n
m
]
q
as a convolution of (m − Q)-level
and (n+Q)-level binomials. Notice that such representation depends only on the difference
Q and not on the specific choice of d and r (see comment below (2)).
1.2. Definitions. The grid Gm,n is delineated by m+1 horizontal lines, numbered 0 through
m, and n+1 vertical lines, numbered 0 through n. The paths in Pm,n advance by down/right
steps that Start at the upper-left corner S, and Finish at the lower-right corner F . The
coordinates are set so that S is at (0, 0), and F at (m,n), as in matrix notation.
To each path there is naturally associated a word in the alphabet {D,R}, with m copies
of D and n copies of R; whence |Pm,n| =
(
m+n
m
)
=
(
m+n
n
)
. We obviate the distinction between
path and word, as there is no risk of confusion; in this spirit, consider a word w ∈ Pm,n.
The action of turning a block RD of w into DR or the other way around is a swap. Since the
numbers of Ds and Rs are unchanged, swaps result in new elements of Pm,n.
1.3. Statistics. Here we describe four statistics on Pm,n, and state a few auxiliary facts
that are well known, and/or easy to prove. At the end, we give a new characterization of
l-binomial coefficients in Fact 4. Although this will follow directly from our main result,
we sketch an alternative proof that illustrates the connection to symmetric Vandermonde
convolutions.
.
a) The statistic downs is the sum of the positions within a word w ∈ Pm,n, that hold
a D. Since the minimum of downs is attained only by mDnR, and any other word
allows a swap that decreases downs by 1, we find
Fact 1. Pm,n is connected under swaps.
b) The statistic area counts the number of unit squares below a given path. The
following is well known (see, e.g., [4], p. 29):
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Fact 2. The generating function of area over all paths in Pm,n is the l-binomial[
m+n
m
]
q
. That is, the coefficient of la in
[
m+n
m
]
q
equals the number of paths that cover
exactly a squares.
Every swap changes both downs and area by the same amount −1 or +1. Since
area(mDnR) = 0, and downs(mDnR) = m(m+1)
2
, we find
Fact 3. For every path p ∈ Pm,n, downs(p) = area(p)+m(m+1)/2. In particular,
downs and area are equidistributed up to a shift by lm(m+1)/2.
c) The statistic corners counts the number of occurrences of the pair RD in a path;
i.e., the number of grid nodes where a horizontal step is followed by a vertical step.
We reserve the denomination of corner to such nodes; in particular, “corners” of the
type DR will not be considered (but see § 3.4).
d) The c-index of a corner is its distance (in the grid) from the starting node S, or
equivalently, the sum of the corner’s coordinates. The statistic c-index is the sum
of the c-indices of all corners in a path. In terms of words, we mark the places where
R is followed by D, and sum the positions of the marks:
p = R
1
R •
2
D
3
R
4
R •
5
D , c-index(p) = 2 + 5 = 7
It is important to highlight how, in contrast to counting letter positions (as when
evaluating downs), here we enumerate the spaces between letters. We call these
spaces gaps.
Figure 1 depicts the
(
2+4
2
)
= 15 paths in P2,4, together with their corresponding words,
and values for downs, area, corners, and c-index. In this concrete example it is easy
to verify that the coefficients of
[
2+4
2
]
q
= 1 + l + 2l2 + 2l3 + 3l4 + 2l5 + 2l6 + l7 + l8 describe
both the area and c-index statistics. This is a general truth:
Fact 4. The generating function of c-index over all paths in Pm,n is
[
m+n
m
]
q
; i.e., c-index
is equidistributed with area.
Proof sketch of Fact 4. Only those nodes to the right of S and above F can hold a corner;
i.e., corners are confined to the sub-grid delineated by horizontal lines 0 through m − 1,
and vertical lines 1 through n. A path with c corners is uniquely determined by a choice
of c horizontal, and c vertical lines in this sub-grid (consecutive horizontal/vertical pairs
will form consecutive corner coordinates, which then determine the path). Since the c-index
of a corner is precisely the sum of these horizontal and vertical coordinates, Fact 3 gives
by induction that the generating function of c-index, restricted to paths with c corners, is([
m
c
]
q
lc(c+1)/2
)
·
([
n
c
]
q
l(c−1)c/2
)
. Notice that the powers of l add up to c2, so the generating
function for c-index over all paths in Pm,n is
(3)
∑
p∈Pm,n
lc-index(p) =
∑
c
[
m
c
]
q
[
n
c
]
q
lc
2
,
which, according to (2) (with d = r = 0), equals
[
m+n
m
]
q
as claimed. 
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0 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 4 2
5 6 24 5 124 2 13 4 1
6 2 6 3 1 6 7 2
54
5 7 8 2 8 4 1
Figure 1. Below each of the 15 paths in P2,4 are the statistics
area, c-index, and corners. The distribution of both area and c-index
is described by 1+ l+2l2+2l3+3l4+2l5+2l6+ l7+ l8, even though their values
match only on the first path. As noted after equation (5), the distribution of
corners is 1, 8, 6. (downs not shown)
1.4. A polynomial in two variables. Not only did the argument above establish that
c-index is equidistributed with area, but it actually unearthed a finer gradation of
[
m+n
m
]
q
that distinguishes paths with different values of corners1. Thus, we may include the factor
tc in each summand of (3), to obtain the 2-variable polynomial
(4)
[
m+ n
m
]
q,t
=
∑
c
[
m
c
]
q
[
n
c
]
q
lc
2
tc,
where the coefficient of latb counts paths p with c-index(p) = a, and corners(p) = b.
For instance (ref. Figure 2), we see from Figure 1 that
[
2+4
2
]
q,t
equals
(
1+ lt+2l2t+2l3t+
2l4t+ l4t2+ l5t+ l5t2 +2l6t2 + l7t2 + l8t2
)
; a result that we will most often write in the form
(5)
[
2 + 4
2
]
q,t
= 1 +
(
l + 2l2 + 2l3 + 2l4 + l5
)
t +
(
l4 + l5 + 2l6 + t7 + t8
)
t2,
because we are interested in recovering the c-index count when paths are restricted to a
given number of corners. Notice that t = 1 recovers
[
2+4
2
]
q
, while l = 1 yields 1 + 8t + 6t3,
the generating function of corners on P2,4.
2. Scramblers
Let Ø = (H, V ) be a pair of setsH = {h1, . . . , hd} ⊂ {0, . . . , m−1}, and V = {v1, . . . , vr} ⊂
{1, . . . , n}. For later use, we let s stand for the ornament sum
∑
hi +
∑
vj , and Q for the
difference d− r (as in §1.1).
For every hi ∈ H , place an ornament to the right of node (hi, n) ∈ Gm,n. For every vj ∈ V
place an ornament above node (0, vj). We visualize the ornaments as laser guns shining along
their respective horizontal/vertical lines (cf. [2]). Each ray hits a given path p at a specific
1An analogous gradation exists for area. In that case, c represents the side of the largest square sitting
at (m, 0), that fits under a given path p. Then the analog of (3) is obtained by induction, using the square’s
inner corner to split p into two shorter sub-paths. Details are left to the reader.
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node, which we promote to a “virtual” corner. We denote by WØ any subset W ⊂ Pm,n
where all paths have virtual corners additionally marked. Since the values of both corners
and c-index are altered, we call Ø a scrambler on Gm,n. Our goal is to to describe the
generating function
[
m+n
m
]Ø
q,t
of the scrambled bi-statistic (c-index,corners).
Let us upgrade the notation for path words. An ornament on the vertical line vj guarantees
a corner (true or virtual) after the vj-th R-step. We highlight this fact by styling the vj-th
copy of R thus: R•. Similarly, an ornament on the horizontal line hi guarantees a corner
before the hi-th D-step, so the hi-th copy of D is styled
•
D.
3 7 8 3 10 3 9 3
7 33211 46 2
3 8 3 12 4
5
9 3 4
9 2
11
10 13
Figure 2. The 15 paths in P
({1}, {1,3})
2,4 . Since area is as in Figure 1, only
c-index and corners are displayed. As per the comment after equation (6),
the distribution of corners is now 3, 9, 3, in contrast to the 1, 8, 6 of Figure 1.
As illustration, Figure 2 redoes the enumeration of Figure 1, modified by the scrambler
Ø =
(
{1}, {1, 3}
)
. The sample path of page 3 now has two new virtual corners at gaps 1
and 4 (the corner at gap 5 is true, even though it is marked by a horizontal ornament):
p = R•
1
R •
2
D
3
R•
4
R •
5
•
D c-index(p) = 1 + 2 + 4 + 5 = 12
The resulting generating function on P
({1}, {1,3})
2,4 is
(6)
[
2 + 4
2
]({1}, {1,3})
q,t
= (l5 + l6 + l7)t2 + (l7 + 2l8 + 3l9 + 2l10 + l11)t3 + (l11 + l12 + l13)t4.
Just as we noted apropos of (5), we can substitute l = 1 to reveal 3 paths with two corners,
9 paths with three corners, and 3 paths with four corners: the distribution of corners has
changed. However, the distribution of c-index still coincides with
[
2+4
2
]
q
, only shifted by a
constant factor of l5.
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After this illustrative example, we are ready to state our main result (recall that the
ornament sum s equals
∑
hi +
∑
vj).
Theorem 1. For any scrambler Ø = (H, V ) on Gm,n, with |H| = d and |V | = r, the
generating function of the bi-statistic (c-index,corners) over all paths in PØm,n is the
polynomial
(7)
[
m+ n
m
]Ø
q,t
= ls ·
∑
c
{[
m+ r − d
c− d
]
q
·
[
n+ d− r
c− r
]
q
· l(c−d)(c−r) · tc
}
.
(
recall s =
∑
hi +
∑
vj
)
Observations. Of course, (4) is the special case of this equation with an empty scrambler.
Notice as well that substituting t = 1 reduces
[
m+n
m
]Ø
q,t
to the symmetric version (2) of the
q-Vandermonde formula, except for the extra factor ls. In other words,
Corollary 2. The statistic c-index over PØm,n is equidistributed with c-index over Pm,n
(and thus, with area as well), up to a shift by the factor ls.
3. Proof of the Theorem
3.1. Strategy of proof. We will proceed by restricting attention to the set of scramblers
with a fixed value of the difference d − r (which we called Q in §1). First, given Ø and Ø′
with d− r = d′ − r′, we use lemmas 1 and 3h, 3v to construct an explicit bijection between
PØm,n and P
Ø′
m,n, so that corresponding paths have c-index differing by the constant value
s− s′. This implies equidistribution of (c-index,corners) between PØm,n and P
Ø′
m,n, up to
the correct shift in l and t. Afterward, we consider the scrambler with given Q, which has
smallest ornament sum s. It has only one kind of ornaments, either horizontal or vertical, all
at their lowest positions. In Proposition 6 we will prove formula (7) in just such a situation,
thus establishing the overall result.
3.2. A pair of unscrambling bijections. In the first auxiliary lemma below, notice that
the differences d− r and d′ − r′ are equal, while the ornament sums satisfy s′ = s− 1.
Lemma 1. Let Ø = {H, V } be a scrambler such that H and V include the ornaments 0
and 1 respectively. Let Ø′ be the modified scrambler where those two ornaments are removed.
Then there is a bijection from PØm,n to P
Ø′
m,n that decreases both corners and c-index by 1.
Corollary 3. Formula (7) is satisfied by Ø if and only if it is satisfied by Ø′.
Proof. Let π ∈ PØm,n and π
′ ∈ PØ
′
m,n be a bijective pair of paths. Lemma 1 implies that their
respective monomials satisfy
lc-index(π
′) · tcorners(π
′) = (lt)−1 · lc-index(π) · tcorners(π),
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and consequently (changing summation variable to c′ = c − 1, and noting that removal of
one horizontal and one vertical ornament implies (d′, r′) = (d− 1, r − 1)),[
m+ n
m
]Ø′
q,t
= (lt)−1 ·
[
m+ n
m
]Ø
q,t
=
ls−1 ·
∑
c
{[
m+ r − d
c− d
]
q
·
[
n+ d− r
c− r
]
q
· l(c−d)(c−r) · tc−1
}
=
ls
′
·
∑
c′
{[
m+ r′ − d′
c′ − d′
]
q
·
[
n+ d′ − r′
c′ − r′
]
q
· l(c
′−d′)(c′−r′) · tc
′
}

Proof of Lemma 1. We will split Pm,n into classes, and define a bijection within each class.
The bijection on Pm,n is trivially the union of class-by-class bijections.
Since H, V 6= ∅, and 0 ∈ H, 1 ∈ V , every word in Pm,n (before adding ornaments) is of
the form aRb v , where
– Any of the words a,b,v can be empty, but there is at least one D in abv.
– The concatenation ab consists exclusively of Ds.
– If v is not empty, it begins with R.
Any choice of v determines a class Sv of words in Pm,n which differ only in the position of
the first R, “floating in a sea” of Ds, so that Sv consists of |ab| + 1 words. If a,b are both
empty, the class Sv consists of a single word in which the first R is followed by a second R,
and the first D is preceded by (some) R. In this case the trivial bijection from SØv to S
Ø′
v
satisfies the conclusion, because removal of the first R-ornament reduces both corners and
c-index counts by 1, while removal of the first D-ornament does not change either statistic.
Otherwise, ab contains the first D, so the ornated version of v is identical for all words
in Sv
Ø ∪ Sv
Ø′ , and thus, we only need to track the contributions to corners and c-index
that occur before v. To simplify the argument, let us ignore WLOG any contribution to
corners or c-index originating in v.
Consider four types of words, both in Sv
Ø and in Sv
Ø′ (keeping in mind that the floating
letter is R• for Ø, and R for Ø′):
(1) a,b 6= ∅; the floating letter faces a •D.
(2) a,b 6= ∅; the floating letter faces a D.
(3) a = ∅; i.e., the floating letter is leftmost.
(4) b = ∅; i.e., the floating letter faces v.
Since the floating letter in types 1, 2 forms a true corner regardless of ornaments, it makes
no difference to corners and c-index whether it is R• or R. Moreover, the only other
change from Ø to Ø′ is the removal of the ornament in the first D of a, whose c-index is 0.
Thus,
• Each word w ∈ Sv
Ø of type 1 or 2, has the same c-index as its counterpart w ′ ∈ Sv
Ø′ .
• All words of type 1 have exactly
(
number of •Ds
)
corners. This statistic is larger by
1 in Sv
Ø than in Sv
Ø′ .
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• All words of type 2 have exactly
(
number of •Ds+1
)
corners. As above, this statistic
is larger by 1 in Sv
Ø.
Now let us impose linear orders on words of type 1 and type 2, in each of Sv
Ø and Sv
Ø′
independently. We declare a word of type 1 to be lower in the order if its floating letter is
located more to the right. Visually, in an ordered list of words of type 1, the floating letter
“floats” from right to left. Thus,
• At each step in either ordered list, c-index increases by 1 (because one •D shifts one
space to the right).
In a similar fashion, we order words of type 2 so that the floating letter floats from left to
right. We find,
• At each step in either ordered list, c-index increases by 1 (because a D
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
•
D . . . •D block
shifts to the left, increasing c-index by (k + 1)− k).
Next we string these orders together (again, in each of Sv
Ø and Sv
Ø′ independently), so
that type 1 precedes the single word of type 3, which precedes type 2.
• In SØv , the word R•ab v of type 3 continues the floating pattern in type 1, so corners =
#•D, and c-index ends the increase-by-1 rule from type 1.
• In SØv , the word Rab v of type 3 initiates the floating pattern in type 2, so corners =
#•D + 1, and c-index starts the increase-by-1 rule in type 2.
Finally, add the single word of type 4 to the ordered lists; but whereas we place ab R•v
last in the Sv
Ø order, ab Rv will be listed first in the Sv
Ø′ order. Then
• The word ab R•v ∈ SØv has the same number of corners as type 2, while ab Rv ∈ S
Ø′
v
has the same number of corners as type 1.
• The word ab R•v ends the c-index increase-by-1 rule of type 2, while ab Rv starts
the increase-by-1 rule of type 1 (and for the same reasons as above).
•
D R•
•
DD v ←→ D •DD R v
R•
•
D
•
DD v ←→ D R •DD v
•
D
•
D R• D v ←→ R D •DD v
•
D
•
DD R• v ←→ D •D R D v
Table 1. A floating R• within •D•DD turns into a floating R floating within D•DD .
We have defined linear orders in both Sv
Ø and Sv
Ø′ , the only difference among which is
the position of the type 4 word. Let us list the words in Sv
Ø as {w0, . . . w |ab|}, and those in
Sv
Ø′ as {w ′0, . . . w
′
|ab|}, with indices following the respective orders. Together, the bulleted
facts above imply that in both lists, corners is piecewise constant, jumping up by 1 at the
type 3 word, while c-index increases by 1 at every step except at type 3, where the increase
is common to both lists. It follows that for every bijective pair w i ↔ w
′
i, the offset in either
statistic is the same regardless of the index i.
To finish the proof, notice that the last two bullets imply corners(w ′i) = corners(wi)−
1, and c-index(w ′i) = c-index(w i)− 1 for both i = 0 and |ab|, so the offset is −1 for both
corners and c-index, as claimed. 
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We construct now a bijection between two scramblers on Gm,n, that differ only by shifting
one vertical ornament by one step. As in the preceding lemma, the differences d − r and
d′ − r′ are equal, while the ornament sums satisfy s′ = s− 1.
-1
Lemma 3v. Consider the scramblers Ø = (H, V ) and Ø′ = (H, V ′) on Gm,n, where V =
{v1, . . . , vj−1, v̂j−1 , vj , vj+1, . . . , vr}, and V
′ = {v1, . . . , vj − 1, v̂j , vj+1, . . . , vr}. Then, there
is a bijection from PØm,n to P
Ø′
m,n that preserves corners, and decreases c-index by 1.
Corollary 4. Formula (7) is satisfied by Ø if and only if it is satisfied by Ø′.
Proof. Let π ∈ PØm,n and π
′ ∈ PØ
′
m,n be a bijective pair of paths. Lemma 3v implies that their
respective monomials satisfy
lc-index(π
′) · tcorners(π
′) = (l)−1 · lc-index(π) · tcorners(π).
Since shifting a vertical ornament one position to the left implies s′ = s− 1 (while (d′, r′) =
(d, r)),[
m+ n
m
]Ø′
q,t
= (l)−1 ·
[
m+ n
m
]Ø
q,t
= ls
′
·
∑
c
{[
m+ r′ − d′
c− d′
]
q
·
[
n+ d′ − r′
c− r′
]
q
· l(c−d
′)(c−r′) · tc
}

Proof of Lemma 3v. The argument follows closely the structure of the proof of Lemma 1,
but with a few differences. By assumption, there are at least two Rs, and H, V 6= ∅, so every
word in Pm,n is of the form uRaRb v , where
– The Rs correspond to the (vj − 1)-st and vj-th horizontal steps.
– If a or b are not empty, they contain only Ds.
– If v is not empty, it begins with R.
Every choice of u,v determines a class uSv ∈ Pm,n of |ab|+1 words. The ornated versions of
u,v are identical for all words in uS
Ø
v ∪u S
Ø′
v , so we will ignore WLOG any contribution to
corners and c-index originating in u,v. As before, we consider types 1 through 4, noting
that this time, type 3 has the floating letter following u. Also, in types 1, 2, both Rs face a
D or •D, so we can define the same floating orders as before. All in all,
• Each word w ∈ uSv
Ø of type 1 or 2, has the same c-index as its counterpart w ′ ∈
uSv
Ø′ .
• All words of type 1 have the same corners count c in both uSv
Ø and uSv
Ø′ (here,
c = #•D if a begins with •D, and c = #•D + 1 if a begins with D).
• All words of type 2 have the same corners count c + 1 in both uSv
Ø and uSv
Ø′
(because the floating letter creates one more corner by facing an unornated D).
• At each step in either list, c-index increases by 1 (because one •D shifts one space
to the right).
• At each step in either list, c-index increases by 1 (because a D
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
•
D . . . •D block shifts
to the left, increasing c-index by (k + 1)− k).
String the orders together so that type 1 precedes type 3, which precedes type 2. Here we
must split into two cases:
• If a begins with •D, the word u RR•ab v of type 3 in uSv
Ø ends the floating pattern
in type 1, so corners =
(
#•D
)
, and c-index follows the increase-by-1 rule from
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u R •DDD •D R• •DD v ←→ u R• •DDD •D •DD R v
u R •DDD R• •D •DD v ←→ u R• •DDD •D R •DD v
u R R• •DDD •D •DD v ←→ u R• •DDD R •D •DD v
u R •D R• DD •D •DD v ←→ u R• R •DDD •D •DD v
u R •DD R• D •D •DD v ←→ u R• •D R DD •D •DD v
u R •DDD •D •D R• D v ←→ u R• •DD R D •D •DD v
u R •DDD •D •DD R• v ←→ u R• •DDD •D •D R D v
u R D •D •DDD R• •D v ←→ u R• D •D •DDD •D R v
u R D •D R• •DDD •D v ←→ u R• D •D •DDD R •D v
u R D R• •D •DDD •D v ←→ u R• D •D R •DDD •D v
u R R• D •D •DDD •D v ←→ u R• D R •D •DDD •D v
u R D •D •D R• DD •D v ←→ u R• R D •D •DDD •D v
u R D •D •DD R• D •D v ←→ u R• D •D •D R DD •D v
u R D •D •DDD •D R• v ←→ u R• D •D •DD R D •D v
Table 2. The floating R• trades places with the left R. In the example above,
the “sea” of Ds begins with •D. In the example below, it begins with D.
type 1. Compared to this, the word u R•Rab v in uSv
Ø′ has one more corner, so
corners =
(
#•D
)
+ 1, just as the following type 2. Moreover, this word is the seed
to start the c-index increase-by-1 rule of type 2.
• If a begins with D, the word u R•Rab v of type 3 in uSv
Ø′ starts the floating pattern
in type 2, so corners =
(
#•D
)
+ 2, and c-index begins the increase-by-1 rule
in type 2. Compared to this, the word u RR•ab v in uSv
Ø has one corner less, so
corners =
(
#•D
)
+1, just as the preceding type 1. Moreover, this word terminates
the c-index increase-by-1 rule of type 1.
Finally, add the words of type 4 so that u Rab R•v is last in the uSv
Ø order, and u R•ab R v
is first in the uSv
Ø′ order. Then,
• The word uRab R•v ∈ SØv has the same number of corners as type 2, while ab Rv ∈ S
Ø′
v
has the same number of corners as type 1.
• The word ab R•v ends the c-index increase-by-1 rule of type 2, while ab Rv starts
the increase-by-1 rule of type 1.
List the words in Sv
Ø as {w0, . . . w |ab|}, and those in Sv
Ø′ as {w ′0, . . . w
′
|ab|}, with indices
following the respective orders. Together, the bulleted facts above imply that in both lists,
corners is piecewise constant, jumping up by 1 at the type 3 word, while c-index increases
by 1 at every step except at type 3, where the increase is common to both lists. It follows
that for every bijective pair wi ↔ w
′
i, the offset in either statistic is the same regardless of
the index i.
To finish the proof, notice that the last two bullets imply corners(w ′i) = corners(w i),
and c-index(w ′i) = c-index(w i)− 1 for both i = 0 and |ab|, so the offset is 0 for corners,
and −1 for c-index as claimed. 
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The exact same argument applies (with obvious modifications) for scramblers that differ
in one horizontal ornament:
Lemma 3h. Consider the scramblers Ø = (H, V ) and Ø′ = (H ′, V ) on Gm,n, where H =
{h1, . . . , hj−1, ĥj−1 , hj , hj+1, . . . , hd}, and H
′ = {h1, . . . , hj−1, ĥj , hj+1, . . . , hd}. Then there
is a bijection from PØm,n to P
Ø′
m,n that preserves corners, and decreases c-index by 1.
Corollary 5. Formula (7) is satisfied by Ø if and only if it is satisfied by Ø′.
3.3. The reduced ornament lemma. The systematic application of lemmas 1, and 3h,3v
allow us to depopulate scramblers one ornament-pair at a time. Eventually, we are left with
a scrambler with only one type of ornaments (either all horizontal, or all vertical), which we
can further assume are shifted to their lowest positions. We will prove formula (7) in this
situation:
Proposition 6. Consider the scrambler Ø on Gm,n with H = ∅, and V = {1, . . . , r}. Then
d = 0, s =
(
n
2
)
, and the generating function of (c-index,corners) over all paths in PØm,n
is
(8) l
(
r
2
)
·
∑
c
{[
m+ r
c
]
q
·
[
n− r
c− r
]
q
· lc(c−r) · tc
}
.
Thus, Formula (7) holds for this particular scrambler (the case V = ∅, H = {0, . . . , d−1}
is identical); and in light of corollaries 4, 5, this will conclude the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 7. The bijections from lemmas 1, and 3h,3v, are in fact richer than explicitly stated,
because they preserve classes of paths with fixed corners count. We will make use of this
to establish the correct q-binomial count in (8) for each individual class.
Remark 8. A simplifying property in the proof of Proposition 6 is the trivial fact that a path
with c ≥ d+ r must have at least ℓ := c− (d+ r) ≥ 0 true corners. We are assuming d = 0,
so that every path in PØm,n satisfies ℓ ≥ 0, but it is easy to extend the argument below to
scramblers of mixed type, as long as a given class satisfies c ≥ d + r. Simply add d ersatz
Rs, for a total of n + d − r Rs. When distributing the ℓ plain Ds to reconstruct the paths,
we get ℓ RD-strings as in the proof, but now d of these can be replaced by •Ds, eliminating
the fake Rs, and realizing the correct number of •Ds. It is possible to prove (7), even without
assuming c ≥ d+ r, but the proof becomes more complicated than necessary.
Proof of Proposition 6. As suggested in remark 7, we will show that the generating function
of c-index, restricted to paths with exactly c corners is[
m+ r
c
]
q
·
[
n− r
c− r
]
q
· lc(c−r)+
(
r
2
)
.
Then, Formula (8) follows in a straightforward manner, inserting the factor tc to keep track
of the corners count, and adding over all values of c.
Let ℓ = c − r ≥ 0 as in remark 8. The value ℓ can be interpreted as the number of
unornated corners; here, this value remains unchanged for every path under consideration,
because d = 0. In terms of words, every path has r ′R•′ strings, and ℓ ′RD′ strings and,
because the ornaments are shifted to the left, every R• appears before every RD; in other
11
words, the r ornated corners (true and/or virtual) appear before the ℓ unornated corners (all
of which are true corners).
In fact, the R•s are located to the left of all plain Rs, so a word in PØm,n consists of the
string
(9) R• . . .R•︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
R . . .R︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−r
,
with m Ds interleaved. We propose to reconstruct the words in PØm,n in two stages:
a) Start with the string (9), and insert ℓ Ds among the n − r plain Rs, so that no two
Ds come together; this creates ℓ true corners, for the correct total of c. The number
of such combinations is
(
n−r
ℓ
)
=
(
n−r
c−r
)
.
b) Insert the remaining m − ℓ Ds so that no spurious corners are created; this means
distributing them among the r R•s and the ℓ RD strings (in this stage, multiple Ds
can lie in succession). The number of such combinations is
(
(m−ℓ)+(r+ℓ)
r+ℓ
)
=
(
m+r
c
)
.
There is a trivial bijection between the words created in step a) and the words of Pn−r−ℓ,ℓ:
simply ignore all R•s, and substitute every RD string with a D. A swap DRD ↔ RDD
corresponds to a swap DR ↔ RD in Pn−r−ℓ,ℓ (cf. §1.2), and moreover, they elicit the same
change in c-index. It follows that the generating function of c-index among the words
from step a) is [
n− r
ℓ
]
q
· lx
for some x.
For every word from step a), consider now the corresponding set of words created in step
b). This time we have a bijection to the words in PØm−ℓ,r+ℓ by ignoring the inserted Ds, and
those plain Rs that have not formed a corner (notice we do pay attention to ornaments now).
This time, the swaps R•D↔ DR•, and RDD↔ DRD elicit the correct c-index changes that
imply the generating function of c-index (restricted to the newly inserted Ds) is[
(m− ℓ) + (r + ℓ)
r + ℓ
]
q
· ly
for some y.
Since the choices made in stages a) and b) can be made independently, the generating
function for c-index on all words of PØm,n is the product of the two binomial terms we have
found: [
n− r
c− r
]
q
·
[
m+ r
c
]
q
· lz ,
and it only remains to evaluate the constant shift z. However, z is the smallest c-index
value, and this is attained by the word
R• . . .R•︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
RD . . .RD︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ
D . . .D︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−d−ℓ
R . . .R︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−r−ℓ
.
from where it is clear that z = (c− r)2+ (c− r)r+
(
r+1
2
)
= (c− r)c+
(
r+1
2
)
, thus concluding
the proof. 
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3.4. area revisited, and further ideas. We would like to conclude with two observations.
First, Theorem 1 implies all our early claims about equidistribution of statistics, but there
is a more explicit connection between ornated corners and areas:
The distribution of corners on unornated paths in Pm,n is
∑
c
(
m
c
)(
n
c
)
· tc. On the
other hand, if Ø = ({0, . . . , m − 1},∅) is the scrambler with all horizontal, and no ver-
tical ornaments, then every path p ∈ PØm,n has m corners, and satisfies c-index(p) =
area(p) + (m−2)(m−1)
2
. From these two observations it follows easily that the generating
function of (area,corners) on PØm,n is∑
c
[
m
c
]
q
[
n
c
]
q
· tc.
Second, we are indebted to Niklas Eriksen for suggesting an alternative interpretation of
the effect of ornaments, so they interact with corners of DR type, as well as with “normal”
corners of RD type. The results are exactly the same, and the presentation seems more
symmetrical, even if the ornaments still have a preferred direction of facing paths (to the
left for horizontal, and downward for vertical). We expect that variations on the theme of
corners and ornaments may still offer interesting results.
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